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About This Game

Hacked brings a breath of fresh air to the classical puzzle styled game play. Packed with new features and game modes, this
game will give you a new experience of an old classic.

Key Features:

- Game Modes: Hacked has many game modes that will challenge you at every turn. Arcade Mode will test your skills with 100
different puzzle styled levels. Time Attack mode requires fast reaction times while marathon mode will test your patience.

- Create: Hacked includes a full level editor so that you can build your own experience. Upload your levels to the Steam
Workshop and challenge the community.

- Power up: Master 10 unique power ups that will help you strategically solve puzzles.
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pros:
+ Immensely engaging little puzzle game with easy controls and NO camera issues;
+ Outstanding immersion: when I standed up from my PC I couldn't tell whether or not I'm in the forest for a good 10 minutes;
+ Does not crash for me

cons:
- I couldn't find any, even though I stared at the screen very intently.

P.S. This game has a lot of trees - so it's greenpeace and nature-friendly ;)))))))))). Sometimes your players just start throwing
away their wickets or play too defensively even when they're set to aggressive, which makes the game lose some of its realism at
times. Still pretty fun overall. Not perfect, but still fun.. Is it worth ten dollars? Yes, but I would wait for a sale? Also yes. This
game has a lot of ways to achieve your goals but only the 5,  maybe 6 , girls to date but in the end you can only choose one and
they all go through similar trees. There aren't many dialogue choices but rather choices of what to do with your time. This
smaller pool of choices lead to a railroaded adventure but at the time that dawns on you there is plenty going on with the plot.
Not going to talk much on the plot but it was a fun one with a slow build up. All in all good game that goes with more time
management then typical dating sims and a nice indie game vibe to it. Miyu best girl.
. It's a cool concept there is just very little here. Decide for yourself if 5euro/dollar is worth 20-30m of fun.. This game is
♥♥♥♥ing incredible. I've had a lot of fun with it :). I don't support bad regional pricing after going independent.. Meh, it's
decent for what it is... has many a flaws but what do you expect for a cell phone quality game?

That being said, there are no microtransactions in this game, every upgrade is earned through game play... It's very grindy like a
cell phone game though. You need coins to buy upgrades and if you're lucky you'll get about 50 - 100 coins per stage after stage
10 with most upgrades costing hundreds of coins.

Things you should know before buying this:

- Controls are very clunky and it has an auto targetting system that can actually screw you up and put you in danger.

- Character \/ object hit detection is horrible, I've been snagged on some debris and it seems the bottom of the screen is really
bad for your character getting stuck on invisible walls.

- Upgrade your attack power as soon as possible, this game is meant for you to NOT get hit during stages as you have to keep a
score multiplyer running to get 3 star rankings on each stage.

- Fistnado (the first special you unlock) is the most OP attack in the game, it makes you invulnerable to all damage, attacks foes
with a D.O.T. the longer you stand on top of them, and once fully upgraded it lasts 8 seconds... With enough luck you can use it
on every screen and clear a stage without incident.

Pros:

+ Cool retro references, not just limited to beat 'em up games.
+ Addicting and casual game play.
+ Upgrade system is fun.
+ Star rating system makes you want to perfect levels.

Cons:

- Need to replay levels without getting hit and keeping a high multiplier, can get frustrating at times.
- Not enough variety in battle mechanics. Punch, Uppercut, Roll and Throw... that's it.
- Clunky game design, lots of hit detection bugs.
- Too simple, challenge and mechanics wise, not enough depth to the upgrades \/ game play.
- Redundent roulette system implemented as a money sink.
- Gets boring quickly, almost seems like too long of a game for such a simple design.
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It's a quick cash grab for the developer who's objective was to target a niche, dead genre and target those individuals craving this
style of game. It's not a bad game, it's just not very innovative or worth your money \/ time. There's far better beat 'em up games
on horizon, it just seems like the timing of this was perfect. It came out right before the release of some really killer beat 'em up
games such as RCRU and Mother Russia Bleeds. It worked on me, I'm here to warn you not to fall in to the trap.

If you must play it, wait for it to go on sale for a dollar or buy it in a humble bundle pack. Again, not a bad game, just really
mediocre over all.. to muxh bug and crash
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For some reason I thought this game would be fun.

The game speed: Movement and turning is super slow like its doen to make the game go on for longer than it needs to.
Projectiles also move slower than they should making any aiming at a distance very likely to be dodged by enemies.

Enemies: They start far away and then as you progress in a level they spawn out of nowhere usually surrounding the player and
with the slow turning its just an annoyance. Its not fun to suddenly have a bunch turrents spawn around you just becasue you
damaged a building by a percentage

The aiming rectile: It is very hard to see at times the light green on light blue then add all the effects the tiny rectile dissappears.
It did throw off my aim a bunch of times when I see I'm shooting above the enemies.

The Hud: It fills up more than half the screen unless aiming upwards. I know it originnaly made for VR and don;t know if its so
bad there but if its states it works without the need of VR this is terrible design.

Then theres the features they listed:
I was very dissapointed when I learned what a "procedually generated campain" meant. Its very much the same just with some
slight differences in each playthrough. The mission is always the same destroy the main core.

The part about "cutting edge upgrades" didn't mean you get to start with different or upgraded things it means they need to be
unlocked first and then theres chance of getting the during play from a shop with a small amount randomised inventory.

Overall If I didn't get the game on sale I would say its very overpriced for what the game contains.. Fun and relaxing.. I liked the
game. It was great experience how to become a rockstar.I really felt like being there and playing on a festival stage. :). The game
itself is pretty CS 1.6ish, Nothing TOO special, However it is worth mentioning that the developers of this game are actually
listening and working to fix any bugs encountered.

The achievements seem pretty easy as well, For any achievement hunter out there.

$5 is reasonable, I tested some of the weapons out and the movements, etc. Everything seemed great. I experienced at least 2
bugs so far and as I said before, Devs saw this and contacted me and are working on fixing this.

It's still in Early Access, So if you purchase this and refund it due to a problem, Then you're not really helping as the point is to
give feedback so they can fix the game.

The only time a game should receive negative feedback is if the game isn't good and the developers are ignoring the
complaints\/feedback, So this is why I'm giving the game positive feedback.. 
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1205488139
most people who make games program the computer to calculate these kind of results.
i guess this person made up results for each single case by himself lol

10/10. Multiplayer pls!. This DLC is decent but I really see no point in buying it, in a sale it might be worth it but 9 bucks for a
few tanks, a very short story of 3 missions and a meh showcase mission, and you're probably only going to use the Anagara
anyways since the Rhino is kinda stupid and the Nyx has no chance against anything well armed and only works fine as AA or a
scout vehicle.. Does what it shows in the store! I enjoyed completing this pack, it gave me about 3 hours of enjoyment and by
completing the pack I got more achievements to add to my profile. The puzzles are a good size - not too small yet not over
challenging. Many completing these will enjoy the puzzles of women, but the other few puzzles are surprisingly quite good. I
give this pack a rating of 7\/10: 70% (BUY). Would have been higher if the images in some were a bit more imaginative, unique
and interesting and if there were a few extra puzzles in the pack. Makes up for some weakness by the subject matter in the
others. Also if the price was a bit keener and the DLC policy for this game more gamer friendly, not 'nickel and dime' the
player. I'd recommend picking up this pack in a sale, if you are interested in the puzzle pictures or achievements.. Quick and
easy puzzle/hidden object game. Great to kill some time.. Fantastic. For sure would buy more of these. There is room for
improvement on the technical side, but that does not take away from the experience. We need to signal to the creators that we
like this by buying it and encouraging them to make more of these. I'd love a high quality full length film in VR. Especially with
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this grade of actor. Its cool stuff and well worth the price.
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